The field equation for a spin 1/2 massive charged particle propagating in spacetimes that are the direct product of 2-dimensional spaces is separated. Moreover, we use this result to attain the separability of the Dirac equation in some specific static black hole solutions whose horizons have topology R × S 2 × · · · × S 2 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Besides the detection of gravitational radiation and observation of the direct interaction between objects via gravitation, the most natural and simple way to probe the gravitational field permeating our spacetime is by letting other fields interact with it. This is the main reason why the study of scalar fields, spin 1/2 fields and gauge fields (abelian and non-abelian) propagating in curved spacetimes plays a central role on the study of general relativity and any other theory of gravity. Moreover, through the investigation of these interactions one can test the stability of certain gravitational configurations, such as black holes for example. Nevertheless, in a general spacetime it is quite difficult to integrate and even separate the equation of motion for these fields. Luckily, some of the most important spacetimes are endowed with geometrical structures that allow the integration of these field equations. For instance, this is the case for the Schwarzschild spacetime, that possesses four Killing vector fields, and the Kerr spacetime, which has two Killing vectors and one Killing-Yano tensor [1, 2] . Indeed, in Refs. [3, 4] the separation and asymptotic integration of some of the mentioned field equations have been attained in the Schwarzschild background, while in Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] the problem is tackled in the Kerr spacetime. Many of these results are summarized by the celebrated Teukolsky master equation, which is the radial part of the equation of motion for a field of generic spin propagating in the four-dimensional Kerr background [9] [10] [11] .
In the past forty years, a great amount of research has been headed toward the investigation of higherdimensional spacetimes, specially due to their interest for String theory [12] , which requires the spacetime to have 10 dimensions, and because of applications in field theory by means of the AdS/CFT correspondence [13] . Moreover, there are many other theories that tries to explain our current understanding of the Uni- * joasvenancio@df.ufpe.br, carlosbatistas@df.ufpe.br verse by means higher-dimensional theories [14] . Aiming applications on some of these fields, in the present article we shall workout the separation of the Dirac equation for a massive spin 1/2 charged particle propagating in the black hole background described in Ref. [15] , which is a static black hole whose horizon topology is R × S 2 × · · · × S 2 . One interesting feature of this black hole is that, in addition to the electric charge, it has a magnetic charge, differently from the higherdimensional generalization of the Reissner-Nordstrom solution [16] , which only has electric charge. Thus, in spite of the static character of the black hole considered here, the physics involved can be quite rich.
One of the applications of the calculations performed here is on the study of the quasi-normal modes of the Dirac field. The notion of quasi-normal modes and their spectrum are of great physical relevance, inasmuch as these are the modes that survive for a longer time when a background is perturbed and, therefore, these are the configurations that are generally measured by experiments [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, this theme acquired even greater importance after the recent measurement of gravitational radiation [20] . In addition, the quasi-normal modes are of great relevance for studying the stability of certain solutions [21] . Another interesting application of the results presented in the sequel is on the investigation of superradiance phenomena for the spin 1/2 field. Although bosonic fields like scalar, electromagnetic and gravitational fields can exhibit superradiant behaviour in four-dimensional Kerr spacetime [22] , curiously, this is not the case for the Dirac field [23] . Thus, it would be interesting to investigate whether an analogous thing happens in the background considered here.
The outline of the paper is the following. Section II sets the notation and the conventions used throughout the article. Then, in Sec. III we work out how the Dirac operator behaves under a conformal transformation of the metric, a result that will be of great value for the separation of the Dirac equation in the black hole background. In Sec. IV we show that a generalized Dirac equation can be separated in a space that is the direct product of 2-dimensional spaces. Sec. V uses the results obtained in the previous sections to attain the separation of the Dirac equation in a black hole background. Finally, in Sec. VI we sum up what have been done and digress about future applications of this research.
II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
In what follows, we shall deal with an evendimensional manifold M endowed with a metric g and a torsion-free connection ∇ that is compatible with the metric. Regarding the signature, in general, we shall not restrict ourselves to a specific choice of signature, although our main motivation are the Lorentzian spacetimes. The dimension will be denoted by d = 2n. Our indices conventions are: the Greek letters from the middle of the alphabet (µ, ν) are coordinate indices and range from 1 to 2n; the Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet (α, β, ε) run from 1 to 2n and label the vector fields of an orthonormal frame {e α }; lowercase Latin indices with and without tildes (a, b,ã,b) range from 1 to n and are also used to label the vector fields of an orthonormal frame, but in a pairwise form {e a , eã}, which will be quite suitable to our intent, as will be clear in the sequel; the indices (ℓ,l) run from 2 to n and serve to label the angular directions of the black hole spacetime considered here; finally, the indices (s, s 1 , s 2 , · · · ) can take the values ±1 and label spinorial degrees of freedom. In what follows, Einstein's summation convention is adopted for pairs of equal indices that are in opposite places, one up and the other down. But equal indices that are in the same position, both up or both down, should not be summed in principle, unless an explicit symbol of sum is included.
By an orthonormal frame we mean that
where it has been used the fact that the indices a and b can be thought as labeling the first n vector fields of the orthonormal frame {e α }, whileã andb label the remaining n vectors of the frame {e α }. If the signature is not Euclidean some of the vector fields e α might be imaginary in order for the frame be orthonormal. The derivatives of the frame vector fields determine the spin connection according to the following relation
Indices of the spin connection are raised and lowered with δ αβ and δ αβ respectively, so that frame indices can be raised and lowered unpunished. Since the metric is covariantly constant, it follows that
, where indices inside square brackets are anti-symmetrized. Analogously, indices enclosed by round brackets are assumed to be symmetrized. The Dirac matrices γ α are 2 n × 2 n matrices obeying the Clifford algebra,
with standing for the 2 n × 2 n identity matrix. The covariant derivative of a spinorial field ψ is, then, given by
with ∂ α denoting the partial derivative along the vector field e α . Given an orthonormal frame {e α }, we can define the dual frame of 1-forms {E α }, which is defined to be such that
Thus, if {x µ } is a local coordinate system in our manifold M , the line element can be written as
where g µν = g(∂ µ , ∂ ν ) are the components of the metric in the coordinate frame.
III. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE DIRAC OPERATOR
In this section we shall obtain the conformal transformation of the Dirac operator, which will be of future relevance in order to simplify the Dirac equation in the spacetime of our interest.
Letĝ be a metric that is conformally related to our initial metric,ĝ = Ω 2 g, with Ω being a positive definite function throughout the manifold. Then, if {ê α } is an orthonormal frame with respect to the metricĝ we haveÊ
Since we are dealing with metric-compatible connections, a change of metric lead to a different spin connection, which is defined by the following relation
Using the identityĝ µν = Ω 2 g µν to find the relation between the Levi-Civita symbols of the two metrics and using Eqs. (2) and (3), we eventually arrive at the following expression:
Now, let us obtain how the Dirac operator, defined by D = γ α ∇ α , behaves under conformal transformations. If ψ is a spinorial field, let us definê
with p being a constant parameter that will be conveniently chosen in the sequel. Then, using Eq. (4) we eventually obtain the identity below:
Thus, choosing p to be
In particular, this relation enables to investigate the conformal invariance of the Dirac equation. Indeed, if ψ is a spinorial field of mass m that obeys Dirac equation in the spacetime with metric g then
Since, generally, Ω is a non-constant function, it follows that the massive Dirac equation is not conformally invariant, whereas the massless Dirac equation is invariant under conformal transformations. In spite of the lack of conformal invariance of the Dirac equation with mass, Eq. (6) will be of great help for the separation of the Dirac equation in black hole the spacetime considered in this work.
IV. DIRECT PRODUCT SPACES AND THE SEPARABILITY OF THE DIRAC EQUATION
The goal of the present section is to show that the Dirac equation minimally coupled to an electromagnetic field is separable in spaces that are the direct product of bidimensional spaces.
Let (M,ĝ) be a 2n-dimensional space that is the direct product of n bidimensional spaces, namely the space can be covered by coordinates
n , y n } such that the line element is given by
where the 2-dimensional line elements dŝ 2 a and the 1-formsÊ a andÊã depend just on the two coordinates corresponding to their bidimensional spaces. For instance, dŝ 2 1 ,Ê 1 andÊ1 depend just on the differentials dx 1 and dy 1 and theirs components depend just on the coordinates x 1 and y 1 . In such a case, the only components of the spin connection that can be non-vanishing arê
Thus, for example,ω aab = 0 andω aab = 0 whenever a = b. Furthermore, the non-zero components of the spin connection associated to the index a depend just on the coordinates x a and y a . For instance,ω 111 is a function that depends just on x 1 and y 1 . In order to accomplish the separability of the Dirac equation, it is necessary to use a suitable representation for the Dirac matrices. In what follows, the 2 × 2 identity matrix will be denoted by , while the usual notation for the Pauli matrices is going to be adopted:
Using this notation, a convenient representation of the Dirac matrices in 2n dimensions is the following:
Indeed, we can easily check that the Clifford algebra given in Eq. (1) is properly satisfied by the above matrices. Regarding the spinors, it is useful to define the following column vectors:
If we assume that the index s can take the values "+1" and "−1", the action of the Pauli matrices on the above column vectors can be summarized quite concisely as
The spinor space, in which the Dirac matrices act, can be spanned by the direct product of the elements ξ s n times. More precisely, a general spinor field can be written aŝ
in whichψ s1s2···sn stands for the components of the spinor and the sum over {s} means the sum over all possible values of the set {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n }. Since, every s a can take two values, it follows that this sum comprises 2 n terms, which is the number of components of a spinor in d = 2n dimensions. Using this basis, we can easily compute the action of the Dirac matrices on the spinor field. Indeed, using Eqs. (9), (11) and (12) we have:
Where from the first to the second line we have changed the index s a to −s a , which does not change the final result, since we are summing over all values of s a , which comprise the same list of the values of −s a . Moreover, we have used that (s a ) 2 = 1. Analogously, we have:
Now, we have the tools to try to separate the general equation
in its 2-dimensional blocks, whereD is the Dirac operator of the space with metric (7) whileÂ a ,Âã andm are arbitrary functions. In order to accomplish this goal, we shall assume that the components of the spinor field (12) take the separable formψ
Using this hypothesis and noting that the Dirac operator isD = γ a∇ a + γã∇ã, it follows that Eq. (13) is given by:
where by∂ a and∂ã we mean the derivatives along the vector fieldsê a andêã, namely (ê a ) µ ∂ µ and (êã) µ ∂ µ respectively. In order for the latter equation to be separable in blocks depending only on the coordinates {x 1 , y 1 }, {x 2 , y 2 } and so on, the functionsÂ a andÂã must depend only on the two coordinates {x a , y a } and the functionm must be a sum of functions depending on these pairs of coordinates:
With these necessary assumptions for attaining separability, we are left with the following equation:
where the operator / D sa a used above is defined by
Since each term in the sum over a in Eq. (16) depends just on the two coordinates {x a , y a }, it follows that each of these terms in the sum must be a constant, otherwise they could not sum to zero. Let us denote these separation constants by iη a . Thus, Eq. (16) requires that a η a = 0. However, it is worth noting that Eq. (16) provides not only one equation but rather a total of 2 n independent equations, since for each choice of {s} ≡ {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n } we have one equation. For each of these equations we can have different separation constants. Therefore, η a can depend on the choice of {s}, so that it is appropriate to write these separation constants as iη {s} a . Then, we arrive at the following equations:
These equations enable us to integrate the fieldsψ sa a and, therefore, find the solutions for the generalized Dirac equation (13) . Although these equations are first order differential equations, they are coupled in pairs, namely the equations involving the fieldψ
haveψ − a as source and vice-versa. Therefore, after unraveling this system, we are left with a decoupled second order differential equation for each component ψ sa a , thus achieving the separability that we were looking for.
Note that, in accordance with Eq. (16), the separation constants must obey
Since the collective "index" {s} can take 2 n values, the latter equation comprise 2 n constraints. Let us unravel these constraints. Note that, since the left hand side of Eq. (18) is independent of s a+1 , s a+2 , · · · , s n , it follows that η {s} a cannot depend on these indices. In particular, η {s} 1 depends just on s 1 , so that we can write 
where, for each a, κ sa a is a pair of parameters that depends just on s a . Thus, for instance, κ sa a does not depend on s a−1 and on s a+1 . But, since, in principle, m a is non-constant, we cannot say that the parameters κ sa a are constant for a ≥ 2. Nevertheless, taking the derivative of both sides of the latter equation, we have
Since
, y n ) are constants we can, without loss of generality, make all of them zero and absorb these constants inm 1 (x 1 , y 1 ). Therefore, we can say that a consistent separability process requires that
Assuming this requirement to hold, Eqs. (20) and (22) immediately lead to
where, for each a, κ sa a is a pair of constants. Thus, the constraint (19) now writes as
Note that this equation must hold for all possible choices of {s}. Now, let us manipulate this equation in order to solve such constraint. Isolating κ s1 1 , we have
Note that the left hand side depends just on s 1 . Therefore, the sum on right hand can depend just on s 1 . However, since none of the terms in the sum depend on s 1 we conclude that this sum is a constant, namely:
where c 1 is a constant that does not depend on {s}. Now, the latter equation can be written as
Following the same reasoning that we have just used, the left hand side of the latter equation depends just on s 2 while the terms on the right hand side clearly do not depend on s 2 , we can thus conclude that Concerning the constants c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n−1 , they are arbitrary. Thus, in this problem we have (n − 1) separation constants. Finally, inserting Eqs. (23), (24) and (26) into Eq. (18) we arrive at the following equations:
where the operators / D sa a were defined in Eq. (17). The above set of equations provides two equations for each a, one for s a = +1 and the other for s a = −1.
Manipulating these two equations one easily obtain second order differential equations forψ sa a , achieving the separability of the generalized Dirac equation that we are looking for. For appropriate boundary conditions, the constants {c 1 , · · · , c n−1 } can only take discrete values. The general solution of Eq. (13) is, then, a linear combination of the particular solutions for each of the possible "eigenvalues" {c 1 , · · · , c n−1 }. In the next section, we shall use these results to separate the Dirac equation in some black hole spacetimes.
V. BLACK HOLE SPACETIMES
In this section we shall separate the Dirac equation corresponding to a massive and electrically charged field of spin 1/2 on the background of black holes whose horizons have topology R× S 2 × · · ·× S 2 . These black hole solutions, that possess electric and magnetic charge, have been obtained in Refs. [15, 24, 25] and are given by
where f = f (r) is the following function of the coordinate r:
In the latter expression, d = 2n is the dimension of the spacetime, M , Q e and Q m are the mass, the electric charge and the magnetic charge of the black hole respectively, while Λ is the cosmological constant, see Ref. [15] for details. This spacetime is the solution of Einstein-Maxwell equations with a cosmological constant Λ and electromagnetic field F = dA, where the gauge field A is given by
A suitable orthonormal frame for such a spacetime is given by
where, as explained earlier, the index ℓ ranges from 2 to n. Using this frame, the line element is given by
In its turn, the gauge field can be written as
where
A field of spin 1/2 with electric charge q and mass m minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field and propagating in this spacetime obeys the following version of the Dirac equation:
Using the definition of the Dirac operator, D = γ α ∇ α along with the fact that Aã = 0, it follows that the above equation is written as
The aim of the present section is to integrate this equation.
In Sec. IV, we have been able so separate an analogous equation for spaces that are the direct product of bidimensional spaces. However, the black hole line element (28) is not of this special type, due to the warping factor r 2 in front of the angular part of the metric. Nevertheless, the conformal transformation
lead us to the following line element that is the direct product of bidimensional spaces:
A suitable orthonormal frame for this space is given by
The non-vanishing components of the spin connection are
where f ′ stands for the derivative of f with respect to its variable r. Using the conformal transformation of the Dirac operator, obtained in Sec. III, we can write the field equation (32) in terms of an equation in the space with line element dŝ 2 , so that the separability results of Sec. IV can be fully used. Indeed, defininĝ
and using Eq. (5), it follows that the field equation (32) can be written aŝ
Then, defininĝ
it follows that Eq. (37) takes exactly the form of the equation studied in Sec. IV, namely we obtain Eq. (13) . Moreover, and foremost, defining the coordinates
it follows that the functionm and the gauge fieldÂ α are exactly of the form necessary to attain separability, namely the constraints (15) and (23) are obeyed. Therefore, due to Eqs. (12), (14) and (36), it follows that a solution for Eq. (31) in the black hole background is provided by
From Eqs. (17), (27) , (30) and (34)- (38), it follows that the functions ψ sa a must be solutions of the following differential equations:
As explained in Sec. IV, the constants c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n−1 are separation constants that generally take discrete values once boundary conditions and regularity requirements are imposed. The constant c n , on the other hand, is zero. Note that the coefficients in the above equations do not depend on the coordinates t and φ ℓ , which stems from the fact that these are cyclic coordinates of the metric, so that ∂ t and ∂ φ ℓ are killing vector fields of both metrics g andĝ. Therefore, it is convenient to decompose the dependence of the fields ψ sa a on these coordinates in the Fourier basis, namely,
The final general solution for the field ψ must, then, include a "sum" over all values of the Fourier frequencies ω and ω ℓ with arbitrary Fourier coefficients. While ω can be interpreted as related to the energy of the field, ω ℓ are related to angular momentum. Note that in order to avoid conical singularities in the spacetime, the coordinates φ ℓ must have period 2π, namely φ ℓ and φ ℓ + 2π should be identified. As it is well-known, a spin 1/2 field changes its sign after a 2π rotation, which implies that the angular frequencies ω ℓ must be half-integers [26, 27] :
Finally, inserting the decomposition (42) into Eq. (41), we end up with the following pairwise coupled system of differential equations:
A. The angular part of Dirac's Equation
Now, we shall investigate a little further the above equations. Let us start with the angular part of the equations, namely the equations for Ψ s ℓ ℓ . One can make a simplification on these equations by performing a field redefinition along with a redefinition of the separation constants, as we show in the sequel. Instead of using the n − 1 separation constants c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n−1 , we shall use the constants λ 2 , λ 3 , · · · , λ n , defined by
where it is worth recalling that c n = 0, by definition. Inverting these relations, we find that the old constants can be written in terms of the new constants as follows:
Then, defining the parameter
we find that
so that the following relation holds:
it turns out that the angular part of Eq. (44) can be written in the following simpler way in terms of the fields Φ s ℓ ℓ (θ):
Although it may seem that we did not achieve much simplification by the redefinition of the fields and separation constants, it turns out that in the case in which the black hole has vanishing magnetic charge, Q m = 0, these equations reduce to
In the latter form, the angular equations are identical to the equation D S 2 Φ = i λ Φ, where D S 2 is the Dirac operator in the 2-dimensional unit sphere. To check this claim, one should use the frame e 1 = sin θ dφ and e 2 = dθ along with the Dirac matrices γ 1 = σ 1 and γ 2 = σ 2 . The solutions of the eigenvalue equation D S 2 Φ = i λ Φ are well-known, the components of the 2-component spinor Φ are written in terms of Jacobi polynomials [26, 28] . From a geometrical point of view, these solutions can be understood in terms of the Wigner elements of the group Spin(R 3 ), that give rise to the so-called spin weighted spherical harmonics [29, 30] , which are tensorial generalizations of the spherical harmonics. Moreover, the allowed eigenvalues λ ℓ are also known, they must be non-zero integers [26, 31] :
Solutions with non-integer eigenvalues are not welldefined on the whole sphere, while a vanishing eigenvalue is forbidden by the Lichnerowicz theorem [32] , since the sphere is a compact manifold with positive curvature.
Regarding the general case in which the black hole magnetic charge is non-vanishing, Q m = 0, we have tried to make a redefinition of the fields Φ However, it turns out that the coefficients of the linear combination must obey fourth-order differential equations, whose solutions seem to be quite difficult to attain analytically. In spite of this, we can make an important progress regarding the system of equations (48) by decoupling the fields Φ + ℓ and Φ − ℓ , which, after all, is our goal at this paper. The final results is that the fields Φ s ℓ ℓ satisfy the following second order differential equation:
It is worth stressing that the latter equation must be supplemented by the requirement of regularity of the fields Φ s ℓ ℓ at the points θ ℓ = 0 and θ ℓ = π, where our coordinate system breaks down. These regularity conditions transform the task of solving the latter equation in a Sturm-Liouville problem, so that the possible values assumed by the separation constants λ ℓ form a discrete set. Since the case Q m = 0 in Eq. (49) has a known solution, as described above, it follows that we can look for solutions for the case Q m = 0 by means of perturbation methods, with Q m being the perturbation parameter. Indeed, in the celebrated paper [10] , a similar path has been taken by Press and Teukolsky in order find the solutions and their eigenvalues for the angular part of the equations of motion for fields with arbitrary spin on Kerr spacetime, in which case the angular momentum of the black hole was the order parameter. In this respect, see also Ref. [33] .
B. The radial part of Dirac's Equation
In order to solve the pair of radial equations in (44), we should first decouple the fields Ψ 
in terms of which the radial equation in (44) can be written as
Then, deriving this equation with respect to r and using Eq. (50) to substitute Ψ −s1 1 in terms of Ψ s1 1 , we are eventually led to the following decoupled second order differential equation:
An analytical exact solution of the latter differential equation is, probably, out of reach. Nevertheless, we can use Eq. (51) to infer the asymptotic forms of the solution near the infinity, r → ∞, as well as near the horizon r → r ⋆ , where r ⋆ is a root of the function f , namely f (r ⋆ ) = 0. Particularly, we shall prove in the sequel that, in the case of vanishing cosmological constant, the well-known case d = 4 is qualitatively different from the higher-dimensional cases d ≥ 6. In order to do this analysis, we shall write Eq. (51) as
where h (29), we see that the term that multiplies Λ becomes the dominant one as we approach the infinity, r → ∞. Therefore, it is intuitive to guess that the cases of vanishing and non-vanishing Λ should be qualitatively different. Thus, let us separate the analysis of these two cases.
First, let us consider the case Λ = 0. Collecting the coefficients that multiply (51) and then expanding them in powers of r −1 , we can find, after some algebra, the following asymptotic forms:
In particular, considering the expansion of h s1 0 up to order r −2 and the expansion of h s1 1 up to order r −1 , we are led to the following asymptotic form:
where C 0 and ϕ 0 are arbitrary integration constants. Note, however, that the field that is "the solution" of the Dirac equation, ψ, has a further decaying multiplicative factor r (1−d)/2 , in accordance with Eq. (40). Now, let us consider the context of vanishing cosmological constant, Λ = 0. In such a case, one can see, after some algebra, that the asymptotic forms of the functions h 0 and h 1 are the following when d ≥ 6:
However, these formulas do not apply to the wellstudied situation d = 4, in which case h s1 0 has a term of order r −1 depending on M and Q e and the coefficient of order r −2 has additional terms also depending on M and Q e . Analogously, for d = 4, the function h s1 1 also has additional contributions of order r −2 stemming from the mass and the electric charge of the black hole. Thus, we conclude that, for Λ = 0, the spinor field that represents a charged particle of spin 1/2 moving in the black hole (28) has qualitatively different fall off properties in the asymptotic infinity depending on whether d = 4 or d ≥ 6.
A similar asymptotic analysis can be performed near the horizons, namely near the values of r for which the function f vanishes. In such a case the coordinate r ceases to be reliable and we should change the radial coordinate to tortoise-like coordinates, see [10] for instance. Besides such asymptotic behaviours, one can also look for approximate solutions valid in a broader domain by means of other approximation methods. For instance, in Ref. [34] an approximate solution for the Dirac field on the Kerr spacetime has been obtained using the WKB method after transforming the radial second order differential equation into a Schrödinger equation, see also [35, 36] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this article we have shown that the Dirac Equation coupled to a gauge field can be decoupled in evendimensional manifolds that are the direct product of bidimensional spaces, provided that the gauge field is also "separated" in accordance with the bidimensional blocks, as shown in Eq. (15) . Then, we have used this fact along with the conformal transformation of the Dirac operator to decouple the equation of motion of a charged test field of spin 1/2 propagating in the background of the black hole solution (28) . We have shown that the latter problem reduces to solving a second order radial differential equation, whose asymptotic behaviour has been worked out, along with a second order angular differential equation with regularity conditions. In particular, we have argued that if the black hole has vanishing magnetic charge then the angular equation reduces to the eigenvalue problem for the Dirac operator on the sphere, whose solutions are known.
The separation attained in the present work paves the way to analyse the quasi-normal modes associated to a field of spin 1/2 on the background of the black hole considered here. Moreover, in four dimensions, considering the case of positive cosmological constant and taking the limit of equal temperatures for the black hole horizon and the cosmological horizon we end up with the so-called Nariai spacetime [15] , whose geometric structure is much simpler than the black hole solution. Therefore, hopefully, one can use the tools presented here to find, analytically, the quasi-normal modes of a spin 1/2 field on higher-dimensional versions of the Nariai spacetime.
This line of research is of physical relevance both from the theoretical and experimental points of view. Indeed, quasi-normal modes are related to the analysis of stability of black holes and their knowledge are of relevance on applications of the AdS/CFT correspondence. Furthermore, these modes play a central role on the measurements of gravitational radiation as well as on the characterization of astronomical objects [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, we intend to continue our work addressing these points in the near future. In addition, we aim to investigate the possibility of superradiance phenomenon in these spacetimes in forthcoming works.
